GLOBAL VANTAGE POINT LECTURE SERIES
FALL 2021

SEPT 21
Rittenberg Lounge

**Student Summer Research Poster Fair**

- **Donglin Chen '23** Industrial Architecture in Shanghai, **Joshua Jacoves '23** An Exploration of an Orthodox Synagogue Community, **Archana Adhikari '22** 'Fly Beyond the Horizon'

SEPT 28
Zoom

**Aditi Mehta**, Assistant Professor, Urban Studies, University of Toronto

**The Network that (Re)built Community? From Insurgent Internet to Co-opted Technology**

Oct 5
Zoom

**Fang Xu**, Lecturer, Interdisciplinary Studies, University of California Berkeley

**Silencing Shanghai: Dialect Endangerment, Internal Migration, and State Policies in Urban China**

Oct 21
Zoom

**Robert Cotto**, Director, HMTCA-Trinity Partnership

**In-Person or Remote Schooling? Family Decisions in American Cities During the Pandemic**

Oct 26
Dangremond Commons

**Camilo Ruiz Sanchez**, Postdoctoral Fellow, Liberal Arts Action Lab

**Life with HIV cut short: heterosexual men living with AIDS in urban Colombia**

Nov 2
Rittenberg Lounge

**Lauren Woodard**, Postdoctoral Associate, Russian Studies and Anthropology, Yale University

**Like Yeast for the Russian Land: Climate Migration and Race along Russia's Border with China**

Nov 16
Rittenberg Lounge

**José Ginocchio Moraiz '23**, Davis Project for Peace Grant Recipient

**The Owners, the Keepers, and the Masters: A documentary to raise awareness and promote justice for the human rights of indigenous communities in Salta, Argentina**

Meeting ID for Zoom Lectures: 987 5812 4804